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1. According to the law, air compressors should be tested by competent
persons every......?
A. 1 month
B. 6 months
C. 16 months
D. 26 months
2. Which of the following is a common electrical tool for floor layering?
A. Electric drill
B. Jig saw
C. Trimmer
D. Pressurised planer
3. When laying waterproof plastic sheet or bituminous sheet, the overlapping
connection part should have at least?
A. 10mm
B. 30mm
C. 50mm
D. 100mm
4. Which is a better tool to pack the connecting parts of the timber strip
flooring closely together at places with a narrow angle?
A. Carpenter's hammer
B. Screwdriver
C. Floor 'boomerang' hook
D. Wood chisel
5. Seamless flooring can be laid in what way without using nails to fix in
place?
A. Laid using a universal adhesive
B. Laid in lateral connections
C. Laid with white glue
D. Laid in an interlocking manner
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6. If the portable saw cannot be moved forward when sawing, how should
the situation be handled?
A. Push and accelerate by force
B. Pull it back in front of your body
C. Cut off the electricity and wait until the blade stops before checking
D. Let it stay at the same place. Restart after a moment
7. What is the tool used in the industry to nail the timber strip flooring
securely?
A. Pneumatic needle gun
B. Hand hammer
C. Ball-peen hammer
D. Electric needle gun
8. According to the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Safety
Management) Regulation, how often should safety policy be reviewed?
A. 1 year
B. 2 years
C. 3 years
D. 4 years
9. Which of the following is a danger one might encounter in a confined
space?
A. Drowning of any person at work arising from an increase in the level of
liquid
B. The loss of consciousness or asphyxiation of any person at work
arising from the lack of oxygen
C. The intoxication of the person at work from poisonous air
D. All of the three options should be take into account
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10. If the skirting is not nailed on securely...?
A. Cement should be used to fill the gap
B. Glass sealant should be used to fill the gap
C. Wooden plates should be used to fill the gap
D. The skirting will become loose
11. When laying timber strip flooring, a gap of more than 13 mm between the
flooring and the walls will lead to?
A. The skirting will fail to cover the gap completely
B. Switch to a larger skirting
C. Order another material
D. Can switch to plastic skirting
12. What should be used as the starting point in the most correct way to lay
timber strip flooring?
A. Starting point of the job lines
B. Any point
C. Starting point of a wall corner
D. Starting point of a door jamb
13. The fence for metal cutter on a wooden table should be nailed?
A. According to personal preference
B. At the same distance
C. 0.3-1.0mm inside of the sawing part
D. 0.3-1.0mm out of the sawing part
14. According to the law, what type of card must workers have before he can
enter the construction site and work?
A. Home Return Permit
B. A valid ‘Green Card’
C. Union membership card
D. Public health card
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15. Which is a common way to lay timber strip flooring?
A. In the pattern of '工'
B. In cross pattern
C. Side by side
D. In the pattern of a square
16. Which is a more suitable tool to fill in a visible gap on the edges of timber
strip flooring?
A. A cutter
B. A hand plane
C. A chisel
D. A paint trowel
17. How far from the ground would be considered as working-at-height?
A. 1 metre or above
B. 2 metres or above
C. 3 metres or above
D. 4 metres or above
18. The bituminous paper should be bent upwards against the wall before
laying the timber strip flooring because?
A. Prevents water seepage
B. Prevents debris from entering
C. Prevents insects from entering
D. Protects the floor from damage
19. What should be done when one encounter thunderstorm while working
outdoor?
A. Workers should stop working at once and go to a lower ground with
cover at once
B. Stop working at once and go to a higher and more open ground
C. Stop working at once and hide under the nearest tree
D. It is only a thunderstorm without rain. Work can continue
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20. Which of the following is a facility under the Construction Sites (Safety)
Regulations?
A. Sufficient and suitable lighting devices
B. Good and unobstructed escape route
C. Install safety fences to prevent falling into the water and drowning
D. All of the options
End of Paper
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